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A B S T R A C T

Sandwich like metal–insulator–metal (MIM) nanostructures consisting of a 50 nm silver film and a 30 nm alu-
minum film separated by a few nanometer aluminum oxide layer were irradiated with a focused e-beam (dia-
meter 0.5 mm) at kinetic impact energies in the range of 100 eV to 1000 eV. To distinguish between internal
transport of hot charge carriers across the buried insulator (tunnel junction) and parasitic electron transport
mediated by externally emitted electrons re-entering the sample, an additional “dome” electrode was im-
plemented which was biased to positive or negative potential in order to establish an external accelerating or
retarding field above the nanostructure's surface. Different device currents induced by the primary electron
irradiation were measured either by metering the irradiated or non-irradiated electrode, respectively. The de-
pendence of the detected device currents on impact parameters such as the irradiated position on the MIM
surface, the kinetic energy and impact angle of the primary electrons was studied. These experiments were
accomplished while changing the internal electric field by an internal bias voltage between the top and the
bottom electrode of the MIM and while changing the external electric field by applying a voltage to the dome
electrode. The measured currents are interpreted in terms of external and internal emission yields. It is shown that
the external electric field allows a clear discrimination between true internal electron transport and external
electron transport leaving the MIM nanostructure on one site and re-entering at another site. The results de-
monstrate that “internal” currents measured without an external dome electrode may be strongly influenced or
even falsified by such cross-absorption effects.

1. Introduction

Kinetic electron beam induced electron emission from solid samples
is the basis for the image forming process in scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) [1]. The electrons being re-emitted from the sample are
conventionally classified in so-called (i) secondary electrons with an
energy lower than 50 eV and (ii) back scattered electrons with energies
above 50 eV up to the energy of the primary electron beam Eprim [2].
The secondary electrons can also be used for the image formation
process in a SEM by acceleration mediated by a grid electrode and
subsequent detection in a scintillation process [3].

Kinetic ion beams are known to produce also so-called internal
electronic excitations inside an irradiated solid [4–7]. These internal
excitations are evoked by the deceleration of projectiles inside the solid.
The energy transfer to the target's electron gas during this stopping
process is surprisingly high even for low kinetic energies E < 10 keV
[8].

These normally hidden internal electronic excitation processes in
the bulk of a silver film was studied by thin film metal–insulator–metal
(MIM) nanostructures via monitoring the internal electron emission
over the only several nm thin insulator barrier [9]. This internal
emission process was later on used to characterize a multitude of
electronic excitations induced for example by (i) chemical surface re-
actions [10] (ii) photo excitation [11,12] (iii) two photon photo illu-
mination [13] or (iv) Auger disexcitation of highly ionized ions [14,15].
MIM devices offer also the unique possibility to detect excited electrons
as well as excited holes. The selection of the detection mode is realized
by the application of a bias voltage between the two metals [16]. De-
spite the variety of experiments, a careful study comparing the internal
electron emission over the insulator barrier with the external electron
emission over the metal's surface barrier was missing.

Recently, a first comparison of internal and external electron
emission was made by irradiating MIM devices with a focused electron
beam at impact energies between 100 eV and 1000 eV [17]. It could be
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proven that the impact of the primary electron beam leads to a mea-
surable device current between the two metal electrodes in addition to
that current generated by external electron emission into the vacuum,
but the partitioning between internal and external emission processes
could not be uniquely deduced from the experimental data. In parti-
cular, the question remained unanswered whether the measured “in-
ternal” current was entirely due to hot charge carriers traversing the
tunneling junction, or whether it was somehow influenced by externally
emitted electrons circumventing the internal tunnel barrier.

In order to clarify this point and investigate possible issues arising
from secondary electron emission when nano electronic devices are
studied in a SEM [18], an external electric field was applied to an
electron irradiated MIM nanostructure. The MIM nanostructures were
produced in a cross configuration with a 30 nm-thick aluminum
“bottom” and a 50 nm-thick silver “top” electrode separated by a 3 nm-
thick aluminum oxide layer produced by anodic oxidation. The anodic
oxidation is a consumptive process leading to an aluminum thickness
slightly thinner than 30 nm [19].

In the previous study mentioned above, external and internal
emission currents were measured as a function of electron energy and
impact point of the electron beam on the MIM structure [17]. In ad-
dition, an internal electric field was generated across the oxide film by
applying a bias voltage of up to±1 V between the top silver and the
aluminum bottom electrode. It was found that the e-beam induced in-
ternal device current was surprisingly large and moreover practically
independent of the primary electron energy and impact angle. From
these results, it was suspected that external electron emission may have
to be included in the interpretation of apparently internal transport
currents measured in such a device, and the addition of an external
electric field was suggested in order to address this question. The ex-
periments presented here therefore represent a continuation of that
work. An additional electrode above the irradiated sample surface was
added in order to generate such an external field and investigate its
influence on the measured device currents. The polarity of the field is
either chosen such as to accelerate secondary electrons away from the
irradiated surface, as in the conventional Everhart-Thornley [3] setup,
or the field is used with opposite polarity to repel the secondary elec-
trons back to the sample. By this method it is possible to manipulate
and control the external emission process allowing to study its influence
on the measured internal device current.

2. Experiment

2.1. Setup

100 eV to 1000 eV electrons impinging on the several 10 nm thick
electrodes of a metal–insulator–metal sandwich system will in part be
elastically reflected (in the following referred to as “back-scattered
electrons” or BSE) and partly cause an emission of low-energy sec-
ondary electrons (in the following referred to as “secondary electrons”
or SE). Both processes generate a current of electrons which are emitted
back from the irradiated surface area into the vacuum. In this work, an
additional halfpipe-like “dome electrode” set to a variable potential
produces a defined external electric field above the irradiated sample.

Depending on the voltage Ud applied between the dome electrode
and the irradiated surface, this external electrode can either act as
collector or as a repeller for beam induced electrons leaving the
sample.Experiments have shown that values of Ud=≈ ±40 V are
sufficient to completely repel or collect the externally emitted low en-
ergy secondary electrons, respectively (as shown later in Fig. 11). A slit
of ≈ 4mm width in the dome electrode allows the focused primary
electron beam (diameter of ≈0.5mm) to travel unobstructed to the
sample. The current of electrons back reflected to the dome electrode
can be measured, thereby permitting experiments similar to the usual
electron spectroscopy setup with an external collector. The currents
into the different electrodes of the irradiated MIM device are measured

using the current-monitoring input of a potentiostat (Heka PG 510). If
the current into the top silver or bottom aluminum electrode of the MIM
is measured, the experiment mode is called “probe top” or “probe
bottom”, respectively. In both modes, the electrode which is not me-
tered is connected to the “counter electrode” terminal (marked with the
character G for generator in 1 ) of the potentiostat and kept at a con-
stant potential, usually at 0 V with respect to the other MIM electrode
unless a bias voltage is applied.

Depending on the position of the impact point on the MIM device
and the measurement mode (probe top or probe bottom), two different
experimental scenarios are possible (see also the table in Fig. 2):

• In case that the current into the electrode that is irradiated by the
primary electron beam is read out, this is called a direct experi-
ment and the measured currents are assigned as Idir.

• In case that the current in the non-irradiated electrode is read out by
the current meter, this is called an indirect experiment and the
measured currents are assigned as Iindir.

Since Ud was limited to± 40 V in this work, predominantly low
energy SE emitted from the irradiated surface with a maximum kinetic
energy of about 50 eV [20] are influenced by this voltage. Back-
scattered electrons, which mostly undergo only one quasi-elastic in-
teraction in close vicinity to the surface causing only a relatively small
energy loss, will be influenced to a much smaller extent. For the highest
kinetic impact energies used in this experiment (Ekin≤ 1000 eV), the
influence of the dome voltage on the flux of backscattered electrons can
therefore safely be neglected. For both polarities of Ud, these back-
scattered electrons may therefore hit the dome electrode and can
thereby produce a flux of tertiary electrons, which is again composed of
BSE and SE. In the case of a negative dome voltage, the low energy SE
are accelerated towards the sample and held back otherwise. As a
consequence, the measured currents Idir and Iindir will be influenced by
the polarity of the dome voltage. In case of Ud > 0 V, the superscript
“+” is used and “−” otherwise, leading to four different measured
current values +Idir,

−Idir,
+Iindir and −Iindir, respectively.

All currents were measured as a function of the geometrical impact
point of the primary electron beam on the MIM device as sketched in
Fig. 2. The location of the impact point is characterized by (x,z) co-
ordinates, where the x-direction is aligned parallel to the top silver
electrode strip and the curved shape of the dome electrode (see Fig. 1).
The dome electrode is therefore sketched as a section of an ellipsoid in

Fig. 1. Schematic of the set-up: (a) probe top mode where the current into the
silver top electrode (orange) is measured while keeping the aluminum bottom
electrode (light gray) at a constant potential. Silver and aluminum are sepa-
rated by a 4 nm thick oxide layer (red). The dome electrode (dark gray) is kept
at Ud while metering the current Id to the dome. The sample is either moved
horizontally in x-direction or vertically in z-direction as symbolized by the blue
dashed lines while detecting all currents as a function of the momentary beam
position. (b) probe bottom mode where the current into the aluminum bottom
electrode is measured and the silver top electrode is kept at a constant potential.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 2. The z-direction is perpendicular to x and
aligned parallel to the aluminum bottom electrode strip as well as the
center axis of the dome electrode, so that the dome electrode is there-
fore sketched as a horizontal line in panels (c) and (d) of the figure. In
order to investigate the dependence of the measured currents on the
impact point location, scans with the primary electron beam were
performed along the x- or z-direction, while the other beam coordinate
was kept fixed.

2.2. Assignment of current contributions

The different contributions to the measured currents +Idir,
+Iindir,

−Idir
and −Iindir are sketched in Fig. 2 and assigned as follows:

• Iprim: primary electron current measured using a Faraday cup

• Ise: current caused by secondary electrons

• Ibse: current caused by backscattered electrons

• Iint
e : current caused by internal emission via electrons transported
across the oxide layer

• Iint
h : current caused by internal emission via defect electrons (holes)
transported across the oxide layer

• Ireabs: current caused by re-absorption of secondary electrons ex-
ternally leaving and re-entering the irradiated electrode.

• Iabs: current caused by secondary or tertiary electrons absorbed in
the non-irradiated electrode. This current can in part be caused by
(i) cross-absorbed secondary electrons leaving the irradiated elec-
trode which are guided back to the sample (by their own electric
field on the surface) and enter the non-irradiated electrode and (ii)
tertiary electrons being released in the dome electrode by

backscattered electrons, leaving the dome surface and ending up in
the non-irradiated electrode.

• Itde: current caused by tertiary dome electrons emitted from the
dome electrode and accelerated towards the sample.

• Idome: current measured at the dome electrode.

In addition, we will use the following definitions in the subsequent
part of this paper:

• δ: secondary electron emission coefficient, i.e. the average number
of secondary electrons released from the irradiated surface per im-
pinging primary electron.

• η: backscattering coefficient, i.e., the average number of primary
electrons backscattered from the irradiated surface per impinging
primary electron.

• ζ: total emission yield at the irradiated surface with ζ= η+ δ.

All currents have by convention a positive sign for electrons en-
tering the monitored electrode and a negative sign for electrons leaving
that electrode.

2.3. Measured currents

In this section, all currents which can be measured in the respective
experiment are discussed and their contribution to the re-absorption
and cross-absorption currents are presented.

In case of a direct experiment, where the irradiated electrode is
metered, the measured current consists of these contributions:

= − − − + +I I I I I I Idir prim int se bse tde reabs (1)

In indirect experiments, where the non-irradiated electrode is me-
tered, the measured current consists of the following contributions:

= +I I Iindir int abs (2)

where the total internal current crossing the oxide layer is given by the
electron and hole contribution:

= −I I Iint int
e

int
h (3)

which, normalized to the primary electron current, defines the internal
emission yield

(4)

In formulating Eqs. (1) and (2), the approximation was made that
the entire current of tertiary electrons leaving the dome electrode is
measured into the irradiated electrode. This assumption is not well
justified, since backscattered electrons may in principle hit the dome
electrode everywhere, thereby generating a source of low energy ter-
tiary electrons at this point. These electrons then leave the dome sur-
face with a quasi-isotropic angular distribution and may therefore im-
pinge anywhere on the sample or sample holder. Therefore, part of
these electrons may enter either the irradiated or the non-irradiated
electrode of the MIM device, the first contributing to Idir and the second
contributing to Iindir, and the partition between both contributions will
depend on the location of their emission spot at the dome electrode as
well as the electric field between dome and sample. The current mea-
sured onto the dome electrode consists of the following contribution:

= + −I I I Idome se bse tde (5)

If a voltage Ud is applied between the dome electrode and the sample,
the measured currents are changed as follows:

For Ud > 0, externally emitted electrons are drained towards the
dome and the emission of tertiary electrons from the dome towards the
sample becomes suppressed. For sufficiently large values of Ud, this
leads to a complete extraction of all emitted electrons, corresponding to

= = =I I I0, 0 and 0reabs abs tde (6)

Fig. 2. Schematic of the irradiation scenarios and the resulting currents: (a)
resulting current contributions in x-scans for dome voltage Ud > 0 V; (b) like
(a) for Ud < 0 V; (c) for z-scans with Ud > 0 V; (d) like (c) for Ud < 0 V.
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Under these conditions, the direct current (Eq. (1)) simplifies to

= − − −
+I I I I Idir prim int se bse (7)

and the indirect current (Eq. (2)) reduces to

=
+I Iindir int (8)

Normalizing these currents to the primary electron current yields

= − − + = − −

+I
I

γ δ η γ ζ1 1dir

prim
int int

(9)

(10)

The current measured at the dome electrode is given by the equation

(11)

since the emission of tertiary dome electrons is inhibited due to the
dome's electrical field.

For Ud < 0, externally emitted electrons are reflected towards the
sample and contribute to the re- and cross-absorption currents. For
sufficiently negative values of Ud, all emitted secondary electrons are
kept back at the sample surface, yielding

= +I I Ise reabs abs (12)

At the same time, all tertiary electrons emitted from the dome electrode
are now accelerated towards the sample. The direct current measured
under these conditions is

= − − − + +
−I I I I I I Idir prim int se bse tde reabs (13)

and the indirect current (Eq. (2)) by

= +
−I I Iindir int abs (14)

Summing (13) and (14) results in

⇒ + = − +
− −I I I I Idir indir prim bse tde (15)

(16)

Note that the partition of Itde between Idir and Iindir is irrelevant in Eq.
(16), where δdome denotes the low energy electron emission coefficient
at the dome electrode surface. The current measured at the dome
electrode is given by the equation

⇒ = −
−I I I(5) dome bse tde (17)

since the secondary electrons emitted from the sample are reflected and
therefore do not reach the dome.

Concerning the stability of the samples and the repeatability of the
measurements, current-voltage characteristics of the MIM device were
recorded frequently between different experiments to verify that the
sample characteristics remained unchanged. The current of the electron
beam as well as its focal properties were measured before and after each
experiment, and the measurements were repeated if a discrepancy be-
tween the current before and after the measurements was above 5%.
The primary electron beam diameter was in all cases about 0.75mm.
Before and after each experiment, the primary electron current of the e-
beam was measured with the FC.

2.4. Sample characterization

The metal–insulator–metal sandwich systems used as samples were
prepared in the same way as discussed in detail elsewhere [17]. They
consist of an aluminum bottom electrode strip (dimensions 18 · 4 mm2)
evaporated under UHV conditions onto a glass substrate. The aluminum
film was anodically oxidized to form a 3 nm-thick AlOx-film, which
represents the insulating tunneling barrier of the MIM device [21–23].

The top electrode was fabricated by evaporating a silver film strip of
10 · 4 mm2 dimension across the aluminum/AlOx film. The thickness of
the silver film was about 50 nm, that of the aluminum film about 30 nm
(including the 3 nm-thick AlOx-film) as reported in [17]. The edges of
the aluminum film and the silver film are influenced by the shadows of
evaporation masks in the vacuum chamber. Due to the shadow of the
evaporation mask, both metal films run out at the edge over a distance
of some 10 μm [11]. Since the e-beam diameter is of ≈0.5 mm, the
edges cannot be resolved by the electron beam. The so-called “active
area” of the MIM device is the region where all three layers overlap and
the tunneling junction is formed; its dimension is about 4 · 4 mm2. The
dynamic capacitance Cd of the resulting device is found to be practically
identical to the one reported before [17].

In our previous experiments the measured currents showed a pe-
culiar behavior when irradiating a particular spot in the center of the
active area [17]. This behavior was tentatively attributed to a carbon
contamination of the surface, which was assumed to be generated by
prolonged electron irradiation. To support this interpretation, a com-
parison of irradiated areas with non-irradiated areas by means of a
Scanning Electron Microscope SEM was performed. The resulting SEM
images are shown in Fig. 3. Panel (a) shows an image of the irradiated
part of the sample. Small circular structures are clearly visible on the
surface of the active area as well as on the silver film outside the active
area. The bright light-up at the edges of the metal film is induced by
charging the surface of the glass substrate during the scanning process
in the SEM. A temporal evolution of the brightness is observed during
the scans.

A zoom with a larger magnification is shown in panel (b). The
diameter of the circular structures (circled in red) can be estimated to

Fig. 3. SEM images of MIM samples (a): overview of the overlap between active
area, silver film and the AlOx film and the glass substrate showing visible
contamination where the sample was frequently irradiated. (b): zoom image of
the active area: Typical diameter of the contamination is 2 μm. (c): image of the
silver film next to the active area where the sample was rarely irradiated: nearly
flat surface with a low amount of contamination. (d): image of the active area
where the sample was frequently irradiated, a rod like dust particle and small
circular structures are visible. (e): image of the boundary between active area/
silver film of an irradiated sample; a needle scratch made intentionally for AFM
thickness measurements is visible. (f): image of the silver film of a non-irra-
diated sample showing dust flakes but no circular structures.
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be ≈2 μm. In panel (c), a non irradiated part of the silver film is shown
with smaller magnification, but no circular structures appear on this
image. This means that the circular structures seen in panels (a) and (b)
are clearly induced by the e-beam. In panel (c), only few flakes are
visible, which are pieces of dust that show up on all parts of the sample.
This can hardly be avoided since the samples are not prepared in a
clean-room environment. In panel (d), an irradiated part of the silver
film within the active area is shown, recorded with the smaller mag-
nification, also showing small circular structures as discussed above. In
panel (e), the transition of the active area towards the silver film on the
glass substrate is shown. The transition visible in form of a gradient in
grey scale has a width of about 50 μm, which is caused by the wedge-
shaped coast-down of the aluminum film on the edges.

A scratch through the sample is also visible, which was deliberately
fabricated by a needle to enable the measurement of the film thick-
nesses by means of an atomic force microscope (AFM). In panel (f), an
image of a non-irradiated sample is shown. Although dust flakes
(size> 10 μm) are visible on the silver film of the sample, no con-
tamination like in panel (d) is observable. This also proves that the
circular structures are a direct consequence of the irradiation of the
sample with the 100-1000 eV electron-beam. The diameter of the circles
(≈2 μm) is far smaller than the beam-diameter of (≈500 μm).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Methodology of the experiments

In this section, we will present the results of current measurements
into the top silver or bottom aluminum electrode of the investigated
MIM device. All measured current values displayed in the following
graphs will be presented as normalized to the primary electron current
measured using the Faraday cup. During most of the experiments, no
bias voltage was applied between the two MIM electrodes except where
especially indicated.

This section is organized as follows:

• The position dependence of currents measured for different kinetic
electron impact energies at static dome voltages Ud=−40 V and at
Ud=+40 V are presented in Section 3.2 in the following order:
– Results from x-scans obtained in probe top and probe bottom mode
are presented and discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.4.

– Results from z-scans are presented in Section 3.2.5 and the posi-
tion-dependence is separated into direct and indirect experiments
depending on the exact position in the scan.

– The experiments for constant Ud and variable position are dis-
cussed in terms of different current contributions to the measured
signals in Section 3.3.

– The impact angle dependence of the measured currents is discussed
in Section 3.4.

• The dome voltage dependence of the measured current is presented
and discussed in Section 3.5 for irradiation on a static position
within the active area in the probe top and the probe bottom modes,
representing direct as well as indirect experiments.
– Direct experiments are shown in Section 3.5.2 and their impact
energy dependence for Ud=−40 V, for Ud= 0 V and for Ud=
+40 V is extracted.

– Indirect experiments at a static position and variable Ud are pre-
sented for different kinetic energies and discussed in Section 3.5.2
and the energy dependence for Ud=−40 V, for Ud= 0 V and for
Ud=+40 V is extracted.

– The total yield ζ is determined from direct experiments at static
position and variable Ud and the results are compared to literature
data in Section 3.6.

– The bias voltage dependence of the current measured in probe bottom
mode is presented and discussed in Section 3.7.

3.2. Position dependent current measurements

As shown in Fig. 2, the impact point of the e-beam – in connection
with the current measuring mode (probe top or probe bottom) influences
the nature of the experiments (direct vs. indirect).

(i) Irradiation on positions 1 and 2 (located on the silver film within
and outside the active area, respectively) along with a current mea-
surement in probe top mode represents a direct experiment, since the
current into the irradiated electrode is monitored. The same applies to
irradiation on position 3 (located on the aluminum film on top of the
glass) and measurement in probe bottom mode.

(ii) Irradiation on the positions 1 and 2 (silver film) along with a
current measurement in the probe bottom mode and irradiation on po-
sition 3 (aluminum electrode) along with a current measurement in the
probe top mode constitute indirect experiments, where the current
monitoring electrode is different from the irradiated electrode.
Therefore, during a z-scan from position 1 to position 3 (see Fig. 2) the
nature of the experiment changes from direct to indirect in probe top
mode and vice versa in probe bottom mode. Examples of such experi-
ments are discussed in Section 3.2.5. In contrast, the nature of the ex-
periment does not change during x-scans from position 1 to position 2
(see Fig. 2), which are discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.4. More
specifically, the experiment remains indirect in probe bottom mode and
direct in probe top mode throughout the entire scan. This means that x-
and z-scans need to be analyzed differently depending on the irradia-
tion scenario.

3.2.1. x-scans – finding the active area on the sample
The x-coordinates of the active area are identical with the x-co-

ordinates of the aluminum electrode, since the oxidized aluminum
electrode forms the basis of the active MIM junction. The precise de-
termination of these x-coordinates is important for the further inter-
pretation of the scan experiment. For this reason an x-scan with a path
located partly on the glass substrate and partly on the oxidized alu-
minum electrode was performed as shown in pictogram (1) of Fig. 4.
The constant z-coordinate during this scan was z=149.5 mm, corre-
sponding to a position located about 1mm away from the edge of the
silver film. The results of the scan performed along this path are com-
pared with an x-scan performed at z=147.3 mm, where the scanning
path is located well within the silver film (see pictogram 2 in Fig. 4).

3.2.2. x-scans – probe bottom experiments (black lines in Fig. 4)
When scanning across the aluminum film according to pictogram

(1) in Fig. 4, the x-positions of the aluminum electrode edges – marking
the active area (shimmed in gray) – are obtained by those points where
the measured current rises to and decreases from the plateau value
( ≈ −1.5I

Iprim
) in plot (a1) of Fig. 4, which was measured at a dome

voltage Ud of +40 V.
The normalized current is negative, indicating that more electrons

leave the surface than impinge onto it. In fact, a normalized current
value of −1.5 indicates a total emission yield ζ=2.5, meaning that on
average 2.5 electrons leave the surface per impinging primary electron.
The appearance of strong secondary emission from oxide covered sur-
faces is discussed in the literature as Malter effect [24] and is commonly
explained by the reduced work function due to the presence of the thin
oxide layer on top of the bottom aluminum film [25]. The x-coordinates
representing the edges of the aluminum electrode are 34.7 mm and
39mm, respectively. The interstice, depicting the x-extension of the
active area defined by the overlap of top silver and bottom aluminum
electrodes, is marked as grey box in this and the following figures. Thus,
for x < 34.7mm and x > 39mm the e-beam hits the glass substrate in
this particular scan.

During irradiation of the glass, the electrons interact with a good
insulator with a band gap of ≈8 eV [26]. This value is valid for bulk
samples but decreases to≈3 eV in a thin oxide film due to the influence
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of the metal oxide interfaces [27]. Since the energy of the impinging
electrons is at least 10 times higher than the band gap and, hence, the
work function of the glass, electron bombardment may cause the
emission of secondary electrons from the glass surface. If the total
emission yield ζ is below unity, the surface of the insulator will quickly
become negatively charged up to the primary electron energy, thereby
preventing further electron bombardment of this spot. In case of ζ > 1,
on the other hand, the glass surface will build up a positive charge,
which refrains a part of the emitted low energy electrons from leaving
the irradiated area. As a consequence, a dynamic equilibrium is es-
tablished where the impinging and emitted currents just balance, cor-
responding to zero net current into the glass substrate. Nevertheless, the
secondary electrons released from the glass will be influenced by the
dome voltage and – depending on the value of Ud – may end up as a
measurable current into the nearby aluminum electrode. In case of a
positive dome voltage, they are drained towards the dome electrode,

and the normalized current measured in the aluminum electrode under
these conditions is practically zero. A negative dome voltage, on the
other hand, deflects the secondary electrons back to the sample and
leads to a well detectable positive current into the aluminum electrode
(plot (b1) for x > 39mm and x < 34.7mm). The signal rise in the
regime 34.3 mm < x < 34.7mm is caused by a geometrical sha-
dowing effect, since the dome electrode partly masks the sample and
the primary electron beam can only pass to the sample through the
entrance slit of the dome electrode. As the beam reaches the aluminum
electrode, the signal increases from 0.3 to 0.5, and the normalized
current remains positive, since the negative potential of the dome
electrode effectively suppresses the secondary electron emission from
the aluminum surface. The slight increase from 0.5 to 0.6 while scan-
ning across the aluminum film is probably caused by changes of the
suppression effect induced by a slightly changing field geometry, since
the irradiated spot moves within the dome electrode slit area. For
x < 39mm, the signal decreases again to about 0.2, and the signal
observed during the remainder of the scan (x > 39.5mm) is again
caused by the release of electrons from the glass substrate.

3.2.3. x-scans – probe top experiments (blue lines in Fig. 4)
The linear signal change between x=33mm and x=34mm ob-

served in parts (a2) and (b2) of Fig. 4 again reflects the beam sha-
dowing effect discussed above. The measurements performed in the
probe top mode while irradiating the top silver electrode show no
significant position dependence in case of a negative dome voltage (plot
(b2) of Fig. 4). Under these conditions, all secondary electrons released
from the sample are repelled back to the irradiated surface. In addition,
the tertiary electrons generated by the impact of high energy back-
scattered electrons onto the dome electrode are also accelerated to-
wards the sample, thereby counteracting the effect of the backscattered
electron current. Both effects apparently lead to an almost negligible
net electron emission from the irradiated surface, yielding a normalized
positive current of about 1. For a positive dome voltage, on the other
hand, the measured current is negative, corresponding again to a total
emission yield larger than unity. The normalized current of about
−0.75 (curve a2) measured in the left and right part of the silver film
indicates a value of ζ=1.75. However, a pronounced local maximum is
observed when the electron beam hits the center of the silver film at
x=37.3mm, which had also been observed in our previous study [17].
As described therein and discussed in Section 2.4, we attribute this
feature to a local carbon contamination of the surfaces, which is gen-
erated due to prolonged electron bombardment in this area. The ar-
gument for this interpretation is that the feature is found at the parti-
cular x-position where all z-scans were performed (marked by the black
solid line in the figure at x=37.3mm). Therefore, this particular lo-
cation at the device surface was irradiated during every single mea-
surement performed in this work and has therefore received by far the
largest primary electron fluence. It is known that a carbon con-
tamination changes the surface work function, leading to a pronounced
change in the secondary electron emission coefficient. Consequently,
the normalized current of about −0.45 measured at this spot reflects a
reduced value of ζ=1.45 as compared to 1.75 for the clean silver
surface.

3.2.4. Energy dependence of x-scans
In Fig. 5, results from x-scans measured at different kinetic electron

impact energies are shown. As before, the grey box marks the width and
position of the underlying aluminum film.

• In panel (a) of Fig. 5, the measurements performed in probe topmode
with Ud=+40 V are shown, where all secondary electrons are
drained to the dome and no tertiary electrons leave the dome to-
wards the sample. From x=33mm to 34mm, one finds again the
linear change of the signal due to the masking effect of the dome
electrode slit. When the electron beam passes the dome electrode

Fig. 4. Upper graph, Ud=+40 V: (1) Normalized current measured in the
bottom aluminum electrode as a function of the x-position during a scan of the
primary electron beam across the aluminum electrode (see pictogram (1)). (2)
Normalized current measured in the silver top electrode as a function of the x-
position for scanning across the silver electrode (see pictogram (2)). Lower
graph, Ud=−40 V: Methodology for (1) and (2) is the same. In both graphs the
black line indicates the x-position where the z-scans (see Section 3.2.5) were
performed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and irradiates the silver film (x > 34mm), the position dependence
is weak on the first two millimeters but again shows a local max-
imum at x=37.3mm, which is again attributed to the local carbon
contamination in the center of the active area. From x=38.5mm to
x=40.5mm the measurement again shows only a weak position
dependence, until at x > 41mm the e-beam starts to hit the con-
ductive carbon contacts, thereby generating a smaller secondary
electron yield. With increasing kinetic electron impact energy, the
signal measured at the local maximum (evoked by carbon con-
tamination) as well as on the clean silver surface part of the active
area shows a clear energy dependence. For low kinetic energies the
signal increases from −0.9 to −0.45 on the clean silver surface
while it increases from −0.85 to −0.2 when the electron beam hits
the carbon contamination. As discussed above, the apparent signal
increase originates from a reduction of the secondary electron
emission coefficient, which is obviously stronger on the carbon
contaminated part of the silver surface.

• Panel (b) of Fig. 5 shows the measurements performed with a ne-
gative dome voltage, where electron emission from the irradiated
surface is largely suppressed. These measurements again show the
linear increase from x=33mm to 34mm due to the shadowing
effect of the dome electrode slit. When the e− fully hits the silver
film, the measured current shows neither a position nor an energy
dependence. The carbon contaminated area at x≈ 37.3mm also
does not seem to play a special role in this case. Under these

conditions, the effective secondary electron emission yield ζ is close
to zero, leading to I≈ Iprim for all energies and positions as dis-
cussed above.

In Fig. 6, results from x-scans measured in probe bottom mode are
plotted for different kinetic electron impact energies. Since the silver
top electrode is irradiated and the current is measured in the aluminum
bottom electrode, these measurements have to interpreted as indirect
experiments. Panel (a) of Fig. 6 shows the measurements recorded at a
positive dome voltage. At first sight, it is obvious that negative values of
the normalized currents are observed, indicating a net flow of negative
charge from the bottom aluminum to the top silver electrode. If elec-
trons would simply penetrate the top silver film and traverse the oxide
layer into the bottom electrode, the current would be counted with a
positive sign. The measured negative current can therefore either be
caused by the internal emission of electrons from the bottom, not ir-
radiated aluminum electrode into the top silver electrode (which ap-
pears unlikely to happen), or the effective current is predominantly
caused by defect electrons (holes) traversing the oxide layer from the
top silver to the bottom aluminum electrode. Another important ob-
servation is the relatively small magnitude of the observed internal
emission current in panel (a) as compared to all measured currents
discussed above.

Despite these small absolute values a clear impact energy depen-
dence is visible. Because the experiment is indirect, along with the

Fig. 5. (a): Current in the probe top mode measured in the silver electrode
normalized to the primary current as function of the x-position scanning across
the active area for Ud=+40 V. The black line indicates the x-position at which
the z-scans were performed. (b): Like in (a) but with Ud=−40 V.

Fig. 6. (a): Current in the probe bottom mode measured in the aluminum elec-
trode normalized to the primary current as function of the x-position scanning
across the active area for Ud=+40 V for different kinetic energies. The black
line indicates the x-position at which the z-scans were performed. (b): Like in
(a) but with Ud=−40 V.
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influence of the electric field induced by the dome electrode, the cur-
rent measured at positive dome voltage must be interpreted as a true
internal emission current through the oxide barrier of the MIM, because
the cross-absorption of external electrons leaving the irradiated silver
surface and the absorption of tertiary electrons emitted from the dome
electrode is suppressed in this case. In judging the nature of the mea-
sured current, one should keep in mind that both excited electrons and
holes may contribute to the internal emission current with opposite
sign. Therefore, both contributions counteract and can in principle also
completely cancel each other, leading to a measured effective current of
zero. In fact, such a zero crossing and even a sign change of the mea-
sured internal current has previously been observed in MIM experi-
ments where the bias voltage between the two electrodes was varied,
thereby modifying the balance between electron and hole currents [28]
(see also Section 3.7). In that context, it is interesting to note that the
negative current is also measured when irradiating the sample outside
the active area. It is already observed at the beginning of the scan at
x=33mm, where the beam does not even impinge onto the MIM de-
vice but hits the dome electrode instead. Since a negative current into
the aluminum electrode cannot be induced by an absorption of elec-
trons released anywhere in the system, we attribute this “background”
signal – which also shows a clear impact energy dependence – to the
irradiation of the (oxidized) aluminum electrode from the wings of the
primary electron beam. The negative sign then again corresponds to the
large electron emission yield of that electrode as discussed above. At
x=34mm, the beam reaches the slit in the dome electrode and im-
pinges onto the silver electrode outside of the active area. This transi-
tion is accompanied by an increase of the measured negative current
and ranges from about −0.038 at 175 eV to −0.032 at 1000 eV. The
lowest value of −0.028 appears for 500 eV electron energy. This cur-
rent is the true internal current across the MIM tunneling junction,
which are obviously observed whenever the silver electrode is irra-
diated, regardless of the irradiated spot being located within (grey area)
or outside of the active area.

Panel (b) of Fig. 6 shows the results recorded at a negative dome
voltage. In contrast to the data presented in panel (a), the measured
current is in this case positive and of much larger magnitude, indicating
a significant net transport of negative charge into the aluminum elec-
trode. A signal change in the region of the carbon contamination with a
prominent local minimum at x=37.2mm emphasizes a close connec-
tion of these experiments with the measurements performed in the
probe top mode, which showed a local maximum at the same z-position
at positive Ud (see panel (a) of Fig. 5). The typical signal increase be-
tween x=33mm and 34mm due to the dome slit shadowing effect
appears also here. The feature observed in the carbon contamination
region has also the usual width of ≈1mm. With a more detailed
comparison between the data presented in panel (b) of Fig. 6 and in
panels (a) of Figs. 4 and 5, one finds that

• the carbon contamination reduces the effective emission current
into the aluminum bottom electrode in comparison to the clean
silver surface. This is similar to the carbon contamination induced
reduction of the external electron emission from the silver top
electrode into the vacuum as visible in panels (a) of Figs. 4 and 5.

• the effective emission current into the aluminum bottom electrode
measured under irradiation of the carbon contaminated spot shows
only a weak impact energy dependence, whereas that measured
under irradiation of the clean silver surface shows a strong energy
dependence (as visible in panel (b) of Fig. 6 at x≈ 37.3mm and for
example at x≈ 35.5 mm).

• the effective emission current into the aluminum bottom electrode
increases with increasing impact energy from ≈0.18 at 175 eV
electrons to 0.31 at 750 eV electrons (according to an analysis of the
data in panel (b) at x≈ 35.5 mm). This is the opposite effect to the
external electron emission into the vacuum (panel (a) of Fig. 5),
where an increase of the electron energy caused a reduction in the

total electron emission from the irradiated silver surface.

• The electron emission from the silver top electrode into the vacuum
shows a monotonous decrease with increasing electron energy,
whereas the effective current into the aluminum bottom electrode
shows a maximum at 750 eV energy and decreases again at 1000 eV.

A detailed conclusive discussion of these results together with those
of the in z-scans presented in Section 3.2.5 will be given in Section 4.

3.2.5. z-scans
The z-scans have been performed at x=37.5mm, i.e., along the

center of the aluminum bottom electrode. The results measured in the
probe top mode are not shown since they do not reveal new findings.
The results measured in probe bottom mode are shown in Fig. 7, where
the data measured at positive and negative dome potential are

Fig. 7. (a): Normalized current measured in probe bottom mode with positive
dome voltage Ud=+40 V as a function of the z-position while scanning the
primary electron beam at different kinetic energies across the active area. (b):
Enlarged view of panel (a) for 145mm≤ z≤ 148mm. (c): Same as (a) but for
Ud=−40 V. The black line at z≈ 147.2 mm in panels (a) and (c) indicates the
z-position at which the x-scans were performed.
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displayed in panels (a) and (c), respectively. At the beginning of the
scan (z=145mm), the e-beam still hits the dome electrode and starts
to irradiate the silver electrode around z=146mm. From z=146mm
to z=149mm, the active area is irradiated. Since the current mea-
suring electrode is the aluminum bottom electrode, the data measured
in this z-interval have to be interpreted as an indirect experiment. This
regime is marked as a light grey sector in panel (a) of Fig. 7.

At z≈ 149mm the e-beam moves from the active area to the bare
oxidized aluminum electrode. The aluminum electrode is irradiated
now and simultaneously acts as current measuring electrode. Thus, this
is a direct experiment (marked as dark grey sector in panel (a)). At
z≈ 149.7 mm the dome electrode starts again to mask the aluminum
electrode.

Panel (b) shows a zoom of panel (a) for 145mm < z < 148.2mm.
A negative current is measured in this regime, again reflecting a net
transport of negative charge away from the aluminum electrode. As
already observed in Fig. 6, a negative “background” signal is already
measured between 145 and 146mm where the e-beam hits the dome
electrode. As visible in panel (a) of Fig. 6, an increase of this negative
current is found when the beam starts to irradiate the active MIM area
at z=146mm. The magnitude of this increase, corresponding to the
true internal emission current of the MIM device, is the same as ob-
served in the x-scans depicted in Fig. 6.

Around z=149mm, the nature of the experiment changes from an
indirect to a direct experiment. The normalized current reaches values of
−1.5 for 250 eV electron energy, again revealing the strong electron
emission from the oxidized aluminum with approximately 2.5 electrons
leaving the electrode surface per impinging primary electron. For
higher electron energies, the measured normalized current reduces to
0.5, indicating that the electron emission yield decreases as observed
above. The transition appears to start the earlier the lower the electron
energy. This energy dependence was not observed in x-scans, therefore
it might be caused by slight deflection of the primary electron beam
caused by the potential of the dome electrode. Around z=149.8mm,
the beam again starts to impinge onto the dome electrode, and the
measured current decays to practically zero again.

Panel (c) shows the current measured for negative dome voltage.
Again, one finds the transitions between dome irradiation at
z < 146mm and z > 150mm, irradiation of the active area at
146.5 mm < z < 149mm and irradiation of the aluminum electrode
at 149mm < z < 150mm. Comparing panels (a) and (c), the most
striking difference is the much higher, positive indirect current mea-
sured when irradiating the active area, which further increases when
measuring the direct current while irradiating the aluminum electrode.
Both findings are consistent with those found in Fig. 6 (b) and are in-
terpreted in the same way. The general structure of the z-scan at a
negative dome voltage is:

– a linear increase of the signal between 146 and 146.5 mm,
– a local minimum at z≈ 147.3mm,
– an increase to maximal values for the indirect experiment at z values
close to but smaller than 149mm.

The local minimum shows up at the z-coordinate where the e-beam
is in the center of the silver top electrode. At this z-coordinate also all x-
scans have been performed, so that the occurrence of a local minimum
might also reflect the carbon contamination as discussed above. On the
other hand, the finding of a larger effective electron emission current
into the aluminum electrode when the irradiated spot on the silver
surface is closer to the exposed area of that electrode points to an ex-
ternal carrier transport, where electrons released from the top silver
surface are deflected back to the sample and are absorbed by the alu-
minum electrode. Such a mechanism would also be in line with the
results displayed in panel (b) of Fig. 6.

3.3. Evaluation of the current contributions

In this section we analyze the results presented in the previous
subsections. We show the energy dependence of the cross-absorption
current Iabs (in indirect measurements), the re-absorption current Ireabs
(in direct experiments), the secondary electron emission current Ise and
the current of backscattered electrons Ibse as defined in Section 2.2. For
that purpose, we first summarize the data measured within the active
MIM area and show them in Fig. 8. More specifically, we use the
measured current Idir and Iindir in order to calculate the direct and in-
direct emission yields

= −
I

I
Γ 1dir

prim (18)

=
I

I
Γindir

prim (19)

The direct emission yield Γdir defined this way describes the net
number of negative elementary charges leaving the irradiated electrode

Fig. 8. Direct and indirect emission yield calculated from the current measured
in the irradiated silver electrode (direct experiment) (panels (a) and (b)) and the
underlying, non-irradiated aluminum electrode (indirect experiment) (panels (c)
and (d)) measured during irradiation of the active area of a MIM device for
positive and negative dome voltages. All current values were normalized to the
primary electron current measured using the Faraday cup.
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per primary electron impact, while Γindir describes the net number ne-
gative elementary charges entering the non-irradiated electrode per
primary electron impact. Γdir and Γindir will be noted as + +Γ , Γindir dir for
experiments with +40 V dome voltage and as − −Γ , Γindir dir for experi-
ments with −40 V dome voltage.

Panels (a)–(d) show the values of Γdir and Γindir measured at positive
(Ud=+40 V) and negative (Ud=−40 V) dome potential as a function
of the primary electron impact energy.

The data for −Γdir depicted in panel (a) show that the current mea-
sured in the irradiated silver electrode is about equal to the primary
electron current, corresponding to a relatively small net emission of
secondary and backscattered electrons away from the irradiated silver
surface. This finding is not surprising since the negative dome potential
(i) repels low energy secondary electrons back to the sample surface
and (ii) pushs tertiary electrons emitted from the dome surface to the
sample. The values of +Γdir measured at positive dome potential, de-
picted in panel (b) of Fig. 8, show a clear energy dependence. Under
these conditions +Γdir should directly represent the total emission yield ζ
of the irradiated surface, indicating ζ=1.8 and ζ=1.1 at
Eprim= 100 eV and 1000 eV, respectively.

The indirect emission yield −Γindir measured at negative dome po-
tential is shown in panel (c) of Fig. 8. Apart from statistical scatter, the
data show no significant energy dependence. All values are positive and
therefore correspond to the transport of negative charge (i.e. electrons)
into the underlying aluminum electrode. In principle, this transport
may be caused either by (i) an internal electron emission across the
MIM tunnel junction or by (ii) a cross-absorption current where ex-
ternally emitted secondary electrons released from the irradiated silver
electrode are deflected back to the sample surface and enter the alu-
minum electrode outside of the active MIM area. Changing the dome
potential now allows to differentiate between these two possibilities.

While the negative value of Ud as used in panel (c) reflects the ex-
ternally emitted secondary electrons back towards the sample surface,
thereby helping to increase both a possible re-absorption or cross-ab-
sorption current, a positive value of Ud extracts these electrons away
from the sample surface, thereby effectively suppressing both absorp-
tion currents Ireabs and Iabs.

The results obtained with a positive dome voltage are presented in
panel (d) of Fig. 8. As already noted above, the indirect emission yield
measured under these conditions is clearly different from that measured
with a negative dome potential. Since external electrons released from
the irradiated silver surface are drained toward the dome electrode as
in panel (b), the measured current depicted in panel (d) reflects the true
internal emission current arising from hot charge carriers generated
within the irradiated top silver electrode, which traverse the internal
energy barrier formed by the oxide layer and reach the underlying
aluminum electrode.

The negative sign of the yield for all impact energies above 100 eV
means that negative charge is removed away from the aluminum
electrode or positive charge is transported into the electrode. As a
consequence, the internal emission current must be dominated by the
transport of hot holes (defect electrons) across the oxide layer into the
aluminum electrode, as already discussed above.

In view of the discussion above, the data presented in panels (c) and
(d) of Fig. 8 can be analyzed in terms of the cross-absorption process
contribution to the absorption current Iabs. This current is of particular
interest since it represents a “ghost contribution” to the electron impact
induced “device current” measured between the two electrodes of the
MIM structure. Evaluating this contribution can therefore help to un-
ravel the different processes underlying the measured device current
and determine the true internal emission current across the tunnel
junction as discussed above.

At sufficiently high positive dome voltage, the absorption current
(cross absorption process) is effectively suppressed, while it fully con-
tributes to the measured device current at sufficiently large negative
values of Ud. As outlined above, the current Iabs (cross-absorption

process, panel (d) in Fig. 2) is thought to be arising from secondary
electrons which are externally emitted from the irradiated top electrode
surface and are somehow guided back to the sample, thereby hitting the
exposed part of the bottom electrode in areas where it is not covered by
the top electrode. The results obtained with a varying dome voltage
show that this current can be strongly influenced by an external electric
field established by the dome electrode.

As shown in Section 3.5.2, a positive value of Ud=+40 V is suffi-
cient to completely suppress this contribution to Iindir, while a value of
Ud=−40 V is sufficient to saturate it. Therefore, we can define a cross-
absorption yield Γabs as

=
I
I

Γabs
abs

prim (20)

where Iabs is determined from +Iindir and
−Iindir as defined in Eqs. (8) and

(14), respectively, using the data presented in Fig. 8.
The results are shown in Fig. 9 for irradiation of three different spots

on the active area. The red squares and the lila circles are the values for
Γabs on the clean silver surface at x=35mm and at x=38.7mm on the
edges of the active area; the black triangles are the values for the carbon
contaminated spot in the center of the active area (x=37.4mm). The
clean and the carbon contaminated surfaces areas show similar values
for Γabs of≈0.25 for E < 300 eV. For energies above 300 eV Γabs on the
clean silver surface shows an increase to values above 0.3. For the
carbon contaminated area Γabs decreases when the electron energy is
increased from 100 to 500 eV. From 500 eV to 1000 eV a slight increase
is monitored, but the carbon contaminated area shows an approxi-
mately 20% lower value of Γabs in this energy range.

3.4. Impact angle dependence

The data shown in Fig. 10 were obtained from x-scans performed at
a primary kinetic energy of 500 eV both in the probe top and probe
bottom mode at different impact angles (relative to the surface normal).
For the values at a certain angle the x-scans were evaluated by reading
out the current values at the x-position of the active area to calculate
the direct and indirect emission yields via Eqs. (18) and (19).

In experiments without external electric field the direct emission
yield in the topelectrode of MIM systems showed an impact angle de-
pendence, while in indirect experiments the yield was found to be lar-
gely independent of the impact angle [17]. In panel (a) of Fig. 10, the
direct emission yield measured for a dome voltage of Ud=+40 V in-
deed increases with increasing impact angle. The observed data re-
presents the impact angle dependence of the total yield ζ= δ+ η and
therefore is essentially a characteristic of the external secondary elec-
tron emission and backscattering processes. In case of negative dome

Fig. 9. Cross-absorption yield Γabs= Iabs/Iprim (Eq. (20) at Ud=−40 V), eval-
uated by Eqs. (8 and 14) measured under irradiation of the top silver surface at
the edges of the active MIM junction area (x=35.0, 38.7 mm) and at the po-
sition where x-scans and z-scans cross (x=37.4mm).
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voltages, the yield is nearly zero and no clear impact angle dependence
is observed (red circles in panel a).

The results of indirect experiments (see panel (b) of the Fig. 10)
indicate an impact angle dependence of the yield for both polarities of
the dome voltage, although the absolute values are much smaller at
positive Ud. The yield Γindir measured for negative dome voltage reflects
the absorption current, which strongly rises as soon as the irradiation is
steered away from normal incidence, but afterwards shows only little
variation with increasing impact angle. As explained above, the value of
Γindir measured for positive Ud reflects the net internal emission current
across the tunneling barrier. Since no external secondary or tertiary
electrons re-enter the sample in this case, this quantity must be inter-
preted as a characteristic of the MIM device in connection with the
electronic excitation generated in the top silver film by the primary
electron impact. The finding of a decreasing internal emission yield
with increasing projectile impact angle qualitatively resembles what
was found for similar MIM devices under irradiation with Ar+ ions
[29–31].

Since the electrons generate electronic excitation in form of hot
charge carriers (electrons and holes) along its path through the solid,
the decrease of the junction current with increasing impact angle was
interpreted in terms of the smaller penetration depth of the primary

projectiles at oblique incidence, leading to the deposition of excitation
energy closer to the surface and, hence, farther away from the buried
tunnel junction.

3.5. Dome voltage dependence

In order to investigate the influence of the external field in more
detail, measurements with varying dome voltage Ud were performed at
a fixed irradiated spot on the active area.

This kind of measurement actually probes the energy of the emitted
electrons and therefore provides valuable information regarding the
secondary emission process. By changing the dome voltage Ud, the
electric field between sample and dome is modified. By increasing the
field strength, more and more electrons emitted from the sample are
drained towards the dome electrode (Ud > 0 V) or reflected towards
the sample (Ud < 0 V). The mechanism is similar to the influence of
electrostatic forces on illuminated metals [33,34]. Therefore the dome
voltage dependence of the measured currents is a tool for the study of
external electrons.

3.5.1. Direct experiments
The direct emission yield Γdir measured as a function of the dome

voltage Ud (solid lines) along with the dome current (dotted lines) is
displayed in Fig. 11 for different kinetic energies. The impact point used
for the red curve was located at the crossing position between x - and z-
scans. This position was chosen because it is close to the center of the
active area and thereby also in the center of the dome electrode. This
area is also the most contaminated area of the top electrode, this might
cause some problems especially in direct experiments which will be
later discussed.

The direct yield adopts values in the range from 0.1 to +1.5 (up to
+1.8 for 100 eV) and shows a characteristic dome voltage dependence.
The most significant change of the signal can be observed in the range
−15 < Ud <+7V, for dome voltages above or below these values
the slope of the yield is small, indicating that nearly all electrons are
either pulled to the dome or reflected towards the sample. The upper
and lower limit of −40 V and +40 V, as applied in this work, therefore
do not affect the validity of the findings since a higher dome voltage
would not significantly change the results. For comparison, the current
measured on the dome electrode is also displayed in Fig. 11 as dashed
lines. The values of this current measured for negative dome voltage are
negative, indicating that electrons effectively leave the dome electrode
under these conditions. Looking at the data presented in Fig. 11, it is
obvious that both Γdir and Idome react on the dome voltage in a similar
way, but the two curves are not identical. At positive values of Ud, both
curves show a positive slope and approach a plateau at similar values
for Ud > 20 V. At negative dome voltage, on the other hand, both Γdir
and Idome strongly decay and appear to approach a plateau each at
different values.

For a positive dome voltage, secondary electrons emitted from the
irradiated sample are steered towards the dome, since the cylinder like
shape of the dome electrode efficiently samples most of the electrons
emitted from the irradiated surface regardless of their emission angle
and energy. Two mechanisms for a positive dome voltage are possible:

• The negative space charge generated by the emitted low energy
secondary electrons by themselves is dissolved. Increasing the po-
sitive value of Ud therefore leads to a higher fraction of secondary
electrons reaching the dome electrode.

• At the same time, the emission of tertiary electrons from the dome
electrode becomes more and more suppressed, since these electrons
must overcome the increasing decelerating field in order to reach
the sample surface.

Fig. 10. Direct (a) and indirect (b) emission yields as defined in Eqs. (18 and 19)
measured as a function of the impact angle (relative to the surface normal) for
positive and negative dome voltage. The sample was irradiated in the center of
the active area with 500 eV electrons. The values for each angle were obtained
by x-scans. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Obviously, a value of Ud=+10 V is sufficient to keep practically all
low energy tertiary electrons from leaving the dome surface. In that
case secondary and backscattered electrons leaving the irradiated silver
surface contribute to the measured direct emission yield Γdir; all elec-
trons reaching the dome electrode constitute the measure dome current
Idome.

Therefore, both quantities provide comparable information and
approach the value of the total emission yield ζ, as seen in Fig. 15. The
slight differences between both curves observed at higher impact en-
ergies can be interpreted as a small part of the backscattered electrons
escaping through the slit. These electrons are therefore not collected by
the dome electrode. Moreover, the elastic backscattering of high energy
electrons impinging onto the dome electrode will lead to a reduction of
the measured dome current.

For a negative dome voltage, on the other hand, a significant fraction
of the secondary electrons emitted from the irradiated sample surface
with energies above Emax= |e ·Ud| are prevented from reaching the
dome, while all tertiary electrons are extracted away from the dome
electrode. In that case, the measured dome current must eventually
become constant at a value given by the difference between incoming
backscattered electron current Ibse and leaving tertiary current Itde.
Normalized to the primary electron current, the measured value should
approach the quantity η · (1− δdome) as explained above in Eq. (16). A
negative value is justified by a tertiary emission yield δdome at the dome
electrode larger than unity for all impact energies above 100 eV.

The secondary electrons repelled away from the dome and, in par-
ticular, the tertiary electrons emitted from the dome surface do not
necessarily end up in the irradiated electrode of the MIM sample.
Depending on the field configuration as well as its emission energy and
angle, a reflected secondary electron or a tertiary electron emitted from
the dome surface might also impinge onto other parts of the grounded
sample (holder). Thereby I < I+prim and the measured value of Γdir

stays above zero (see Eq. (18)). As a consequence, the corresponding
curve of the Yield resides above the normalized dome current curve in
this regime.

The results obtained at Ud= 0 V can be compared with our previous
measurements without the dome electrode [17]. The data presented
here, however, clearly show that even small external fields arising, for
instance, from space charge effects generated by the primary or sec-
ondary electrons may significantly influence the signal. In combination
with the overlap between deceleration of secondary electrons (for
Ud < 0 V) and tertiary electrons (for Ud > 0 V), this makes a quanti-
tative interpretation of the measured curves in terms of the energy
distribution of the emitted electrons difficult.

But one should mention that the observed dome voltage dependence
of the yield Γdir can be well compared with early works on the voltage
dependence of the photoyield. We chose table 5 of Lenard's work [32]
because the distance of the counterelectrode to the illuminated metal
surface was 1 cm in that work; this is pretty similiar to the mean dis-
tance of our dome electrode to the electron irradiated silver top elec-
trode in our work. Lenard's data are shown as blue circles in panel (f) of
Fig. 11. The agreement of our values for Γdirto Lenard's data is good
from 0 V to 10 V. There is a mismatch between the two data sets for
negative dome voltage. This is due to the reflection of electrons by the
dome electrode to parts of the sample (holder) which are not connected
with the current measurement as mentioned above.

The voltage dependence of the yield Γdir turns out to be tightly
connected with the impact point of the e-beam on the MIM device. Two
impact points on the silver top electrode (see red point on the active
area and blue point aside from the active area in the left pictogramm of
Fig. 12) were chosen and the voltage dependencies measured in probe
topmode which are shown in panels (a) and (b). These two data sets can
be compared with an experiment in probe bottom mode; in this case the
aluminium bottom electrode is irradiated at a position just above the

Fig. 11. Dome voltage dependence of Γdir.
Overview of direct experiments for different
energies in the center of the active area (red
circle in inset of panel a) of the MIM. Solid
lines: Γdir. Dotted lines: Dome current mea-
sured simultaneously on the dome electrode
and scaled to 1 when Idome= Iprim. Blue circles
in panel (f): Voltage dependence of the nor-
malized photocurrent from a carbon arc illu-
minated metal surface [32]. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this article.)
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silver top electrode (see black circle in the right pictogramm). For all
three experiments the impact energy is 500 eV. The saturation value of
Γdir for Ud >+20V is above 1.5 for the impact point aside from the
active area (panel (a)). When the center of the active area is irradiated,
the saturation value is ≈ 20% lower (≈1.1 see panel (b)). We attribute
this finding to the carbon contamination in the center of the active area
(the region with the longest irradiation time because the x- and z-scans
cross). The contamination effectively reduces the secondary electron
yield.

In panel (c), the direct experiment with the irradiation point on the

bottom aluminum electrode is shown. The saturation value for positive
dome voltages of ≈1.2 is close to the value for the experiment on the
carbon contaminated silver surface in panel (b), but significant differ-
ences show up for negative dome voltages. The value for Γdir decreases
only to values of 0.5 and not to values close to 0 as in panels (a) and (b).
This means that I≈ 0.5 · IPrim, so half of the primary electrons are not
moved back to the aluminum bottom electrode due to the negative
dome electrode potential. This might be caused by

• the asymmetric shape of the dome electrode field at the edge of the
slit

• the larger area of the silver electrode being able to recapture elec-
trons released in the aluminum compared to the smaller area of the
aluminum electrode being able to recapture electrons released in the
silver top electrode.

• a fundamentally different emission spectrum of the oxide covered
aluminum compared to the silver.

• a fundamentally different angle distribution of the emitted electrons
due to the diffraction of the electron waves at the metal–oxide in-
terface of the oxide covered aluminum electrode.

The two latter points might be affirmed by: (i) The overall com-
parable low influence of the dome voltage on Γdir. The derivative d Γdir/
dUd is also very low for the aluminum/oxide system at Ud= 0. ii) The
negative value of Idome=−0.5 · IPrim for the dome current at negative
dome voltage also points to a very strong emission of tertiary electron
from the dome electron towards the aluminum electrode for example
enabled by a large fraction of high energy backscattered electrons from
the oxide covered aluminum.

3.5.2. Indirect experiments
The dome voltage dependence of the indirect emission yield Γindir is

shown in Fig. 13 for different primary electron impact energies. One
important information obtained from these plots is that the measured
values of Γindir become independent of Ud for dome voltages below
−15 V.

For these negative value of Ud, the yield reflects the normalized
absorption current Iabs, which contains contributions from cross-ab-
sorption of secondary electrons emitted from the irradiated surface as
well as from absorption of tertiary electrons emitted from the dome
electrode. These contributions apparently saturate already at relatively
low external field strength. The energy dependence of the absorption
current will be discussed in panel (c) of Fig. 14.

For positive values of Ud, the measured yield quickly drops to nearly
zero for Ud >+15 V, reaching a plateau at very low values of Γindir
which can be either positive or negative depending on the primary
electron impact energy. In this regime, the (cross-)absorption current is
effectively suppressed due to the attractive dome potential, and the
measured indirect emission yield is therefore thought to consist of the
real internal transport of excited charge carriers across the tunnel
junction. The energy dependence of this real internal transport of
charge carriers will be shown in panel (a) of Fig. 14.

For Ud= 0 V, the external field over the MIM system vanishes.
These data will be compared with our previous work without dome
electrode in [17]. The energy dependence of these data will be shown in
panel (b) of Fig. 14.

The data displayed in panel (a) of Fig. 14 for Ud >+15 V are as-
signed to the true internal current across the tunnel junction, and the
observed energy dependence must therefore arise from a different level
of electronic excitation generated at different primary electron impact
energy. Except for the lowest impact energy of 100 eV, the internal
emission yield is negative, indicating that the contribution of holes (Iint

h )
must overbalance that of excited electrons (Iint

e ) to the total internal
emission current Iint.

The values depicted in panel (b) of Fig. 14 for Ud= 0 V could in
principle be compared to those measured in our previous experiments

Fig. 12. Direct emission yield Γdir as calculated via Eq. (14) (solid lines) and
measured dome current normalized to the primary electron current (dotted
lines) vs. dome voltage Ud measured with 500 eV kinetic electron impact en-
ergies for: (a): irradiation of the silver film outside the active area (probe top
mode); see blue dot in inset (1); (b): irradiation of the silver film within the
active area (probe topmode): see red dot in inset (1); (c): irradiation of the oxide
covered aluminum film (probe bottom mode): see black dot in inset (2). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this article.)
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without the external dome electrode; values between 0.15 and 0.08
were shown in Figure 10 (b) of [17]. This is pretty similar to values of
≈0.1 in panel (b). Although the observed impact energy dependence
appears very similar to that depicted in panel (a), one should note that
the absolute values of Γindir are now positive, indicating a net electron
flux into the aluminum bottom electrode.

The values Γindir measured at Ud= 0 V are comparable with that
observed without the dome electrode; values between 0.15 and 0.08
were shown in Figure 10 (b) of [17]. Since no tertiary electrons were
generated in that case, we conclude that the apparent “internal” emis-
sion yield measured in ref. [17] must be dominated by cross-absorption
of low energy secondary electrons which are externally emitted from
the irradiated silver electrode. In that context, it is of interest to ask
how these electrons may be deflected back to the emitting surface. We
suggest that this is caused by a negative space charge above the surface
which is generated by the cloud of emitted low energy electrons
themselves. A positive dome voltage then counteracts the effect of the
space charge field, thereby reducing and eventually neutralizing its
influence and leading to a saturated emission current towards the dome
electrode in the same way as in a diode electron tube.

The data in panel (c) of of Fig. 14 for Ud <−15 V show the energy
dependence of the absorption current. One can see that the strongest
absorption current appears at 100 eV primary energy. Values for Γindir
of 0.3 can be seen in the saturation of negative dome voltages. For
higher primary energies lower values of Γindir≈ 0.2 are detected with
one exception at 750 eV where again a value close to 0.3 appears. The
high values of 0.3 for 100 eV can be justified to the low energy of
emitted electrons. They can be very efficiently be directed to the alu-
minum electrode by the dome electric field. The exceptional strength of
the absorption current at 750 eV cannot be justified in the moment.

In any case, the results obtained here clearly demonstrate that – at
least for the electron irradiation experiments performed here –

“internal” currents measured with nanostructured MIM devices as in-
vestigated here may be strongly influenced by external electric fields,
and the implementation of measures suppressing possible external
cross-absorption currents is necessary in order to arrive at meaningful
results describing the true internal transport of excited charge carriers
across the buried part of the oxide layer.

3.6. Evaluation of the total emission yield

From the experiments performed here, we can unambiguously ex-
tract the impact energy dependence of the total electron emission yield
ζ= η+ δ. As explained above, the value of ζ can be calculated as the
difference between the direct and indirect emission yields measured with
maximum positive dome voltage. Alternatively, this quantity should be
equivalent to the normalized dome current measured under these
conditions. In the following, we evaluate this quantity for irradiation of
the top silver electrode of the MIM device. For that purpose, in principle
three different sets of experimental data are available within this
publication:

• position dependent direct and indirect emission yield measured at
dome voltage Ud (x-scans in Figs. 5 and 6) and evaluated via Eq.
(10).

• direct and indirect emission yield measured with variable dome
voltage Ud at constant position of the irradiated spot (see Figs. 11
and 13) and evaluated via Eq. (10)

• dome current measured in direct and indirect experiments evaluated
using Eq. (11)

Averaging the results obtained from all direct and indirect current
measurements performed in this work, we arrive at the total emission
yield values depicted in panel (b) of Fig. 15. For comparison, the results

Fig. 13. Overview of indirect experiments
where the active area is irradiated (red dot in
inset) while the current is measured in the
aluminum bottom electrode (probe bottom
mode). The yield Γindir is calculated by the
formula (19) and shown as a function of the
dome voltage Ud for different kinetic energies
from 100 eV (a) to 1000 eV (f). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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obtained from corresponding dome current measurements are also in-
cluded in the figure. Both results largely agree within the statistical
error and exhibit a falling trend with increasing primary electron im-
pact energy, with the highest value of ζ≈ 1.8 emitted electrons per
impinging primary electron impact being measured for the lowest im-
pact energy around 100 eV investigated here. The yield values de-
termined from the measured dome current tend to slightly under-
estimate those determined from the measured sample current. This
probably originates from elastic backscattering of high-energy electrons
impinging onto the dome electrode surface. Since these electrons are
not re-tended by the positive dome potential of +40 V, they escape
from the dome surface, thereby reducing the measured electron current
into the dome electrode. The yield values depicted in panel (b) of
Fig. 15 can now be compared to available literature data on the sec-
ondary electron emission coefficient δ and the backscattering coeffi-
cient ζ. For a silver surface as investigated here, corresponding data sets
covering the impact energy range studied here are available in refs.
[35,36] and [37]. These data sets are of special interest here since η and
δ were measured within the same experimental set-up. The total
emission yield ζ calculated from these data are shown in panel (a) of
Fig. 15, along with our previous experimental results obtained from
sample current measurements without the dome electrode [17]. It is
immediately evident that the data depicted in panels (a) and (b) do not
coincide. For impact energies above approximately 400 eV, all three

data sets displayed in panel (a) basically show an almost constant
emission yield with values around ζ≈ 1.5. Looking at the data pub-
lished by El-Gomati and Walker [35,36], one finds different trends for a
contaminated (“as inserted”) and sputter cleaned silver surface. Since
the MIM devices investigated here were analyzed without prior sputter
cleaning the surface, our data should be compared to their “as inserted”
data shown in panel (a), which in fact exhibits the same slightly falling
trend with increasing impact energy as measured here. Unfortunately,
their data does not cover the range of lower emission energies, where
the discrepancy between panels (a) and (b) becomes more severe. The
only data set which is available in this energy regime is that published
by Bronshtein et al. [37], which shows a falling emission yield with
decreasing impact energy between ζ≈ 1.7 at 600 eV and ζ≈ 0.8 at
100 eV. It should be noted that these data were measured under not
well specified surface and vacuum conditions, although the work
published by the same group reports experiments performed under well
controlled surface and high vacuum conditions [38].

The strongest discrepancy observed in Fig. 15 is found with our own
previously published data [17] measured on the same MIM device,
which show a strongly decreasing emission yield with decreasing im-
pact energy. In judging this difference, it is noteworthy that the data
reported in ref. [17] were measured without the external dome elec-
trode and therefore ζ was solely evaluated from the measured direct
emission yield Γdir (termed Γext in ref. [17]), thereby disregarding the
possible re-absorption of emitted low energy secondary ions. On the
other hand, the discussion in the preceding Section 3.5.2 clearly shows
that the indirect emission yield Γindir (termed Γint in ref. [17]) measured
in these experiments was significantly influenced by a non-negligible
cross-absorption current. As a consequence, it appears reasonable to

Fig. 14. Evaluation of indirect experiments as a function of the kinetic energy
for different dome voltages: +40 V in (a), 0 V in (b) and −40 V in (c).

Fig. 15. (a): Total emission yield ζ as a function of the kinetic electron impact
energy during irradiation of a silver film as reported in the literature obtained
by summing η and δ: El Gomati from [35,36], Bronshtein Fraiman from [37]
and average x− z-scans from [17] and calculated using Casino Monte Carlo for
modified settings [39,17]. (b): experimental results from this publication ob-
tained via evaluating +Idome (black curve) and obtained by evaluating the sample
current via Eq. (10) (red curve), respectively. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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assume an even larger re-absorption contribution to the measured di-
rect current Idir, which effectively reduces the apparent secondary
electron yield. In conclusion, we therefore regard the results obtained
here and displayed in panel (b) of Fig. 15 more reliable. This inter-
pretation is corroborated by theoretical calculations using the Casino
Monte-Carlo package [39], which are also included in panel (a) of
Fig. 15. These calculations, which have been described in detail in ref.
[17], reproduce our experimental finding of an overall decreasing
emission yield in the impact energy range studied here quite well.

3.7. Bias voltage dependence

The specific influence of a bias voltage on the hole and electron
transport can be explained by a bias-induced modification of the two-
band tunnel barrier as sketched in Fig. 16. In case of 0 V bias (panel (a))
and excitation of the silver electrode, the internal current from the ir-
radiated silver towards the non-irradiated aluminum electrode may
consists of both e− and h+ currents with opposite polarity. By applying
a bias voltage, the potential of the silver electrode is shifted up- or
downwards with respect to that of the aluminum electrode. By con-
vention, we define the polarity of the bias voltage such that a negative
bias acts as a retarding field for the excited electrons and therefore
decreases the electron current while simultaneously increasing the hole
current crossing the tunneling barrier. For irradiation of the top silver
film and the current measured in probe bottom mode, this situation is
depicted in panel (b) of Fig. 16. The situation for a positive bias voltage
is sketched in panel (c) where the bias now acts as a retarding field for
excited holes, while the transport of excited electrons is eased.

In Section 3.5.2, it was shown that the measured indirect emission
yield Γindir can be significantly influenced by an external electric field
established by the dome electrode voltage Ud, and the results indicate
that Γindir must contain an external emission mediated contribution
where secondary electrons released from the irradiated silver electrode
are absorbed in the current-metered aluminum electrode. In particular,
the results were interpreted such that sufficiently positive values of Ud

effectively suppress the cross-absorption current, leaving only the true
internal current to be measured under these conditions. In this section,
we therefore examine the dependence of Γindir measured under irra-
diation of the top silver film in connection with in a variable internal
field in the device established by a bias voltage. Since the measurement
was done in probe bottom mode, the current-metered aluminum elec-
trode was kept fixed at ground potential, so that the bias voltage was
applied to the irradiated silver electrode. In the convention described
above, a positive potential on that electrode therefore corresponds to a
negative bias voltage and vice versa.

As a result of such experiments, Fig. 17 shows the dome voltage
dependence of the indirect emission yield Γindir as measured for different

values of the bias voltage. It is immediately evident that the curves
strongly react on the internal bias voltage. The overall shape remains
the same, with a plateau at values around Γindir≈ 0.3 for Ud <−15 V,
followed by a strong decay to nearly zero and a small slope for
Ud >+15 V. The more or less constant value at sufficiently negative
dome voltage reflects the absorption current Iabs, which obviously be-
comes slightly larger at positive bias voltage and drops by approxi-
mately 10% at a negative bias voltage of −1 V. Since a negative bias
voltage corresponds to a positive potential of the irradiated silver
electrode with respect to that of the bottom aluminum electrode, the
cross-absorption current will be reduced, thereby reducing the value of
the indirect emission yield. Alternatively, a positive bias voltage corre-
sponds to a negative potential on the silver electrode, which will drive
electrons away from that electrode and therefore increase the cross-
absorption current.

For positive dome voltages the effect of the bias voltage is much
weaker. In part (b) of Fig. 17 a zoom of the Γindir values between 0.015
and −0.015 is shown. The curves exhibit a residual falling slope to-
wards higher Ud values, which is essentially the same for all measured
curves regardless of the bias voltage. We attribute this slope to the
further reduction of a remaining absorption current induced by tertiary
electrons leaving the dome electrode with higher kinetic energy. The
curves measured for different bias voltage run essentially parallel, so
that the vertical shift must be interpreted as a bias-induced modifica-
tion of the true internal emission current. The negative bias leads to a
downward shift, while positive bias produces an upward shift of the
internal yield. To interpret these results, we note again that the mea-
sured internal emission current results from a balance between trans-
port of excited electrons and holes from the irradiated silver electrode
to the underlying aluminum electrode. The small values for indirect
emission yield do not necessarily imply negligible transport of excited
charge carriers across the tunnel junction. If both contributions I e

int and
I h
int were exactly identical, one would measure an internal emission
current of zero, even if both contributions would have sizable values. At
negative bias voltage, the transport of excited holes is increased with
respect to that of the excited electrons, leading to a (more) negative
indirect emission current. At positive bias, on the other hand, the
transport of electrons is enhanced and that of holes is reduced, leading
to a more positive value of the indirect emission current. As a con-
sequence, we conclude that the effect of the bias voltage observed in
Fig. 17 can be understood in terms of a modification of the internal
carrier transport in the metal-insulator-metal system. For completeness,
we note that repeated measurements at 0 V bias voltage do not lead to
the same value of Γindir, as seen in Fig. 17. During the experiments, we
found that the same values can again be reached when a bias voltage
with opposite polarity is applied in between. We therefore assign this
effect to a field induced change of the oxide barrier. Such dielectric

Fig. 16. (a): Energy levels in the MIM
device under bias voltage with silver
top electrode and aluminum bottom
electrode. (b) A negative bias voltage
on the bottom electrode acts as re-
tarding field for excited electrons e− in
the top electrode and eases the trans-
port of excited holes h+. (c) A positive
bias voltage on the bottom electrode
acts as retarding field for excited holes
in the top electrode and eases the
transport of excited electrons.
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remanence effects are often found in thin oxide layers [23,40], and they
are even more dominant in titanium oxide layers [12].

4. Conclusion

The experiments performed here demonstrate that the interpreta-
tion of excitation-induced “internal” currents measured in a metal-in-
sulator-metal device may be complicated by re- and cross-absorption
effects involving external electron emission from the irradiated surface.
Especially under irradiation with an electron beam, low energy sec-
ondary electrons are emitted from the irradiated surface, which may be
strongly influenced by weak external electric fields. We show that even
under conditions where the space above the irradiated surface is
nominally field-free (i.e. at a dome potential of 0 V with respect to the
sample potential), part of the externally emitted electrons must be de-
flected back to the sample surface, thereby contributing to a re-ab-
sorption current into the irradiated top electrode along with a cross-
absorption current into the exposed part of the second, non-irradiated
bottom electrode. At the same time, energetic electrons backscattered
from the irradiated surface may hit nearby electrodes, where they can
either be backscattered again or release low energy tertiary electrons.
All electrons leaving such a surface may end up in the sample again and
also contribute to the (re)absorption current. Using a specially designed
external “dome” electrode surrounding the irradiated MIM device, we
demonstrate that these parasitic currents can be suppressed at suffi-
ciently high positive dome potential, thereby permitting to determine
the real internal emission current across the tunneling junction. For the
electron bombardment conditions applied here, the experiments reveal
that this internal emission current is much smaller than the apparent
device current measured either without the dome electrode or with that
electrode set to a more negative potential. Moreover, it is shown that
depending on the excitation conditions (here: the electron impact en-
ergy and angle) the internal emission current exhibits a different var-
iation compared to that of the external emission currents and even
change its sign, reflecting a change from a dominating electron to a

dominating defect electron (hole) transport. This interpretation is cor-
roborated by experiments where a varying bias voltage is applied be-
tween the two MIM electrodes, thereby changing the transport char-
acteristics of the two-band tunnelling junction.

Besides the identification of true internal emission currents gener-
ated by the primary electron impact, the experiments with an external
dome electrode also allow an unambiguous determination of the total
external emission yield ζ of secondary and backscattered electrons from
the irradiated surface. This is of interest since there is only very few
literature data available for this quantity in the low impact energy
range studied here. For impact energies above approximately 400 eV,
our measurements performed under irradiation of the top silver MIM
electrode show reasonable agreement with available literature data
measured for a (contaminated) silver target surface, including our own
previous data which was measured on a similar MIM system as in-
vestigated here. A qualitative discrepancy, however, is found at lower
impact energies, where the experiments performed here deliver the
highest emission yields at the lowest investigated energies of 100 eV to
200 eV, followed by a continuously falling trend with increasing impact
energy. This result contradicts our previous data, which was measured
without the external dome electrode and showed a strongly falling
emission yield with decreasing impact energy. This finding clearly de-
monstrates the important role of an external field in order to overcome
possible re-absorption of the emitted low energy secondary electrons
induced, for instance, by a space charge cloud above the irradiated
surface.

The results also reveal that carbon contamination is an issue in the
experiments discussed here, which significantly modifies the external
emission behavior of the sample surface. The buildup of such con-
tamination is a frequent issue during electron irradiation of metallic
surfaces [41], where it may for instance arise from electron induced
fragmentation of adsorbed carbon species. The amount of carbon de-
posited at the irradiated surface increases with increasing electron
fluence, making the contamination worse at sample areas which are
more frequently irradiated. In the context of the present experiments,

Fig. 17. Yield in the probe bottom mode as a function of the dome voltage for different static bias voltages taken under irradiation of the active area (red dot in inset)
with 500 eV electrons. (a): Negative bias voltage. (b): Zoomed view of (a) of the negative dome voltage. (c): Positive bias voltage. (d): Zoomed view of (c) of the
positive dome voltage. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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this leads to a position dependent modification of particularly the signal
measured in direct experiments when irradiating different spots on the
investigated MIM device. These effects explain the difference between
some of the results obtained in position dependent experiments where
the primary electron beam was scanned across the MIM surface at a
fixed dome voltage on one hand and Ud-dependent experiments where
the dome voltage was scanned under irradiation of a constant surface
position on the other hand.
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